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Elisabeth Thomas - 

www.listhebookworm.wordpress.com 

The start of another super murder 

mystery series. 

I always like a good crime novel so I was 

pleased when I found out that Martha 

Ockley was starting a new series featuring 

Faith Morgan, a former policewoman who 

decided on a change career and is now a 

newly ordained Church of England 

Minister. 

Faith is offered the opportunity to take over 

the parish of Little Worthy as the current 

incumbent is retiring. She arrives one 

Sunday morning to quietly investigate 

what could become her new parish. 

However, within in an hour of her arriving 

a fellow Minister is dead. With her instinct 

for solving crime, Faith sets about helping 

the police find out what happened that 

morning. The only hitch comes when the Detective in charge of the 

investigation, Ben Shorter, is the ex-boyfriend. Will Faith be able to work with 

Ben to solve this most terrible of crimes or will their previous history become a 

problem? 

I really enjoyed the book and it was a good story and the plot was complex 

enough to keep you guessing and interested but not too complex that it was a 

slow read. A must read book for all fans of M C Beaton, Carol Dunn and Simon 

Brett. The characters were likeable and believable and well 

introduced seeing that this is the first book in the series. I will certainly 

be reading the next 2 books and hopefully more after these will follow. 



Sharon Matthews  

A cosy mystery story about who killed the priest and the events that 

the investigation uncovers. 

I enjoyed this story about Faith Morgan, former police officer turned priest.  

She arrives in a new parish only to be present when the current priest dies in 

front of the congregation.  The investigation uncovers the history of various 

members of the community and the truth is finally revealed.  Although this has a 

strong background of the Christian Church, as a non religious reader, the 

details of the day to day goings on of the Church did not put me off 

the story as it was relevant.  This is the first story in a series and it was a 

good set up for the rest. 

 

Lynne Rapson  

A well-written, satisfying mystery with the 'heroine' Faith, a 

recently ordained priest and former policewoman.  A good story if a 

little 'comfy'. Very enjoyable and I look forward to the sequels.  

Faith Morgan was a policewoman, but unhappy with the culture prevailing in 

the police has retrained as a priest.  Now she has been sent to look at a village 

parish in rural Hampshire. At the communion service in the church she is 

visiting the priest suddenly dies after taking a sip of communion wine.  He has 

been poisoned!  To her discomfort, the detective on the case is Faith’s ex-

boyfriend Ben. They had parted company as their views on policing were so 

incompatible.  The Bishop asks Faith to look after the parish and whilst doing so 

all her detective skills come back into play.  She learns some surprising facts 

about the parishioners and the possible motives for the murder.  She and Ben 

have reached a sort of rapprochement and seem to arrive at the answer 

separately, but simultaneously, and the murder is solved.  I suppose this could 

be described as a ‘comfy’ read – not too much blood, sex or violence.  I enjoyed it 

immensely.  It is a very neatly written book with good descriptions and 

characterisation and a satisfying story full of red herrings.  I’m sure that future 

books will expand on Faith’s progress as a priest and a reluctant detective. 

 

Cath Sell  

Inspired by the classic whodunnits - meet Faith Morgan, priest and amateur 

detective of the parish... 

This mystery introduces us to a new detective, the aptly named Faith Morgan; 



former police officer and now a newly ordained Church of England priest. 

This is a classic-style “whodunit” – death but no gore, rather a laying of clues in 

an idyllic (if you forget the murder or two) English village, the gloriously 

named Little Worthy.  

I enjoyed this mystery: the clues and ‘red herrings’, the denouement and of 

course the other characters including Detective Inspector Ben Shorter, sarcastic, 

always challenging Faith’s spirituality and her ex-lover. Every successful 

policeman needs a side-kick or counterpoint and this is found in the gentle, 

perceptive family man who is Sgt Peter Gray. I’m sure I’m going to get to know 

them both better along with the small but select congregation. 

In my mind’s eye this novel will convert to a popular Sunday evening TV 

programme (and a great British export) but I enjoyed it as a book and look 

forward to reading the others in the series. 

In summary, this book isn’t for you if you like your ‘cozy’ with recipes 

or knitting patterns or prefer your murder ‘noir’ style but if you like 

a ‘Golden Age’ – style mystery then this is more than worth a read – 

enjoy! 

 

George Willmett  

Faith Morgan, curate, visits a village that she is contemplating moving to. 

During the church service the vicar collapses at the altar. 

Faith tries to help the parishioners and assist the police.  

Faith Morgan is an ex police officer who has undergone a dramatic career 

change and has now joined the clergy. She is contemplating moving from the 

city back to a rural parish and visits a small village to check out the local 

church. During the church service the incumbent vicar collapses, dead, at the 

altar. He had a heart condition but there is evidence that there might be foul 

play. 

Faith is asked by the Bishop to temporarily stay on to help with the spiritual 

needs of the parishioners at this traumatic time. She also gets involved assisting 

the police in their investigations, the investigating officer turning out to be an 

old boyfriend adding a bit of spice to their encounters. 

This has a distinctly ‘Miss Marple’ feel to it, what with the quaint 

village setting and the amateur female sleuth helping the police with 

their investigation. It is far removed from the majority of murder mysteries 



today with a distinct lack of explicit sex and violence.  

An uncomplicated and easy read. 

 

Rachael Anderson  

An enjoyable, yet predictable, crime novel set in an English country 

village.  

‘The Reluctant Detective’ is the first novel in a crime series by Martha Ockley. 

The novel is set in the seemingly quiet and stereotypical English village of Little 

Worthy. The setting is very reminiscent of Agatha Christie's Miss Marple 

stories. The protagonist here is Faith Morgan, a former police officer and now 

newly ordained Anglican priest.  Whilst visiting the local parish church, she 

witnesses the death of the incumbent priest during a service.  Her former 

colleague and boyfriend, Detective Ben Shorter, turns up to investigate the 

death and Faith becomes immersed in the investigation. 

Faith is a likeable character; compassionate and not in the slightest bit 

sanctimonious. Moreover, she is portrayed as being a complex individual, 

displaying inner turmoil in regards to her relationships and the general 

situation which she finds herself in. However certain other characters, such as 

Detective Ben Shorter, feel a little two dimensional and could do with fleshing 

out somewhat.  

The novel is an easy read. Its plot is somewhat predictable. Clues as to the 

murderer's identity are given throughout the novel. When the murderer is 

revealed it does not come as a shock. Initially, I was put off by the slow pace of 

the first chapter or so, however, when I got into I could not put it down. 

 

Cathy Petersen - twitter @Cerysthepup 

An easy, cosy whodunit, introducing a very reluctant Reverend 

Faith Morgan to murder in a quiet Hampshire Parish.  

An easy, cosy whodunit that essentially goes through the motions as far as the 

murder is concerned and establishes the characters for the rest of the series. We 

have the well-worn ground of the ex-boyfriend with whom there is still an 

attraction, the dodgy past case that adds friction and the tension of not being 

able to let the past go. I felt there were far too many coincidences used initially 

and while I felt Faith was a reasonably convincing Reverend, I was less 

convinced about her past as a detective. That is not to say I didn’t like the book, I 



found it a quick and pleasant read with a decent plotline that worked quite well 

as did the characters once you got going.  Not bad, just not brilliant. 

 

Michelle Russ -   www.shelireads.blogspot.co.uk twitter @shelireads 

A great premise for a book, but didn't quite hit the mark for me. 

I love a cosy mystery, particularly the Agatha Raisin series, so I jumped at the 

chance of reading this book. 

Faith is a former police officer who has retrained as a priest. When a murder 

happens in her village, she gets dragged into the hunt for the killer. 

I really liked the sound of this book, and although it was a great idea, the book 

didn't quite hit the mark for me. The story itself was ok, but I felt that the 

religious elements of the book were a little bit overpowering for me. I 

have since read a lot of other reviews of this book which have classified the book 

as Christian fiction, and this is something I would have liked to have known 

before reading the book as it would have influenced my decision to read it. 

All in all, a good idea, but it just wasn't for me. 

 

Christine Phillips - twitter @Chrisph48 

Faith Morgan, former policewoman and newly ordained priest, 

arrives in Little Worthy, her childhood village, to consider her 

options, and becomes part of a murder investigation.  

Faith Morgan, former policewoman and newly ordained priest in the Church of 

England arrives in Little Worthy, near Winchester, to look around the parish. 

Faith starts the weekend investigating her options on the Saturday, and by the 

Monday she has witnessed a murder and been put in temporary charge of the 

parish - the scene of the crime. Investigating officer of this murder is her former 

long term boyfriend, Detective Inspector Ben Shorter. 

This is the first time Faith has seen Ben since they split up - which was due to 

her calling - and Faith has to deal with her feelings from past and present. She 

discovers that the crime had taken her to a part of her that she thought she had 

left behind. Investigating, talking to people, solving the puzzle: she was good at 

it. Getting to know her parishioners leads her to thinking of the motive for this 

murder, and she feels torn between her duties. She wonders if she is up to it.  

Another upsetting event happens in this village, and Faith has to help her 

parishioners through these tragic events. She finds herself doing some detective 



work, as her path crosses with Ben in their need to solve the crime. 

 

Judith Sharp 

Gentle murder mystery (no blood and gore) with a church 

background.  Lots of possible suspects in a nice setting.  Enjoyable.  

Enjoyed the book and would read another.  This is a gentle murder mystery, no 

blood & gore.  It is also Faith the priest's investigation, although the police are 

involved.  If you like a church background, lots of suspects and looking into 

peoples' personal lives, then this is the book for you.  Didn't guess the culprit 

until it was disclosed at the end of the book. 

 

Jill Peters 

A thoroughly enjoyable good old-fashioned 'Who Done It'  

Martha Ockley takes us into the beautiful English countryside, where Faith 

Morgan is tempted to take on a new challenge as parish priest in a quiet village.   

This post is so far removed from her previous career in the tough environment 

of the police force and therefore it had the enticement of a welcome escape.  

Though even here Faith realises she cannot escape her former life, both in terms 

of relationships and dealing with murky events shocking her local parishioners.    

Martha Ockley is an expert at creating a charismatic detective, encouraging the 

reader to become actively involved with her characters in solving the mystery – 

who was the murderer and what was their motive? 

I thoroughly enjoyed this book, it was a good old fashion ‘Who Done 

It’ with a modern twist.   Not normally a fan of this genre of fiction, I 

was absolutely won over and will actively seek more books by Martha 

Ockley. 

 

Magdalena Vidgen  

Starting to read, I had expected something in the line of Agatha 

Christie's Miss Marple story. And sure enough, we have a little 

sleepy village, old gossiping ladies and vicar's murder in the middle 

of a mass in the local church... 

What is different is the title's 'reluctant detective' in a person of a former 

cop/turned vicar, who bumps into her old boyfriend - detective running the 



crime scene. 

Faith Morgan was just visiting, but now is involved in the case as the 

archbishop asked her to temporary cover the parish and then her old police 

instincts kicked in. 

I thought that the murderer was introduced very cleverly and it was only about 

3/4 through the book when I guessed who it was. 

I am not sure what the duties of a vicar are, but to me it seemed Faith spent far 

too much time running around solving the mystery rather than preparing for 

the coming Easter celebrations. But apart from that it was an ok read. 

I would give it 3/5 and hope the following books in the series will get better. 

 

Janet Gilliard 

This is the first book in a proposed series featuring Faith Morgan who is a 

retired police officer and newly ordained priest. Following the murder of her 

predecessor Faith takes on the parish of Little Worthy. Another horrifying event 

occurs and Faith is drawn into solving the murder. This falls somewhere 

between a “cozy” murder mystery and a police procedural. Worth a 

read but I’m not sure I would read any more in the series. 

 

Jenny Grange 

I enjoyed this book. It was very undemanding and slow paced but took the 

reader gently along without too much suspense or thrill.   Terms such as SOCO 

are explained on two occasions and at least eighty percent of the text is 

dialogue.  No matter!  So many detective stories are contrived and obscure and 

have inconclusive endings hinting at a sequel. If this is the start of a series then 

Faith Morgan (aptly named) is a clearly enough drawn character to follow.  All 

the names are easy to remember and are a clue to the personality.  I like to think 

that the author meant this to be a kind of "in" joke.  

It's a bit like Miss Marple meets Father Brown with a touch of Dorothy L Sayers 

(Faith's involvement with Ben Shorter) with nothing very original. However it 

is well done and is fairly well written.  

I would recommend it to my parents who are 88 years old! 


